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INTRODUCTION

SPEEDLINE IS-MACHINES

Only two more months until

The Heye SpeedLine IS-Machine does its name justice. In

the new year. Politically,

a plant in the Netherlands, the production of a 660ml beer

2015 will again be a year full

bottle runs now 15% faster at a very high pack-to-time.

of changes and unforeseen

Bringing together speed and quality is no miracle. Reason

developments. Nevertheless,

no. 1 is the competent, well-organized and ambitious team

thanks to our customers, this

in the plant. Reason no. 2 is the equipment: Highest quality

year will be a very strong one

materials and precise manufacturing processes combine

for us. The budgets for 2016

speed with minimum wear-out, resulting in a machine life-

are already set or shortly

time of up to 15 years. Flexibility is guaranteed through

before. Plan in any case with

quick change between number of gobs, production

Heye - your partner for

methods or by different weights on the same machine.

innovation and productivity.
Yours,
Dirk Pörtner

MULTIPOINT WALL THICKNESS
The new Multipoint Thickness Sensor MTS10/05 is a
milestone in wall thickness measuring. Together with the
MTE 12 electronic module it offers you the flexibility to
cover all critical areas of a container. The Heye MTS10/05

is equipped with 5 measuring points spaced 2.5 mm apart.
The very precise chromatic confocal method allows a wide
range of possible set-ups. Suitable for round and many
different non-round containers.

Message in a Bottle

DIAMETER AND OVALITY INSPECTION MODULE

As winter comes nearer and,

(DOM)

in Europe, the weather gets

With the non-contact diameter and ovality inspection on the

ever colder, there is nothing

SmartLine, it is possible to inspect round bottles for

more warming than wrapping

minimum and maximum diameter and the ovality at up to

your hands around a glass of

three levels. Two sensors per inspection level on both

your favourite hot drink. Here

sides scan the sidewall of the spinning container. Set-up

in Germany, that drink will

and configuration of this non-contact inspection is very

traditionally be a mulled wine,

easy by means of the user interface of the SmartLine

or “Gluehwein”. Recipes for

inspection machine.

this winter warmer can be
found as far back as the
fourteenth century. Hot wine
is combined with herbs and
spices such as cinnamon,
ginger, cloves, nutmeg,
marjoram and cardamom.
Cheers!
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